
 
 

Overview 
hXe is the first universal, cloud-based platform that allows you to securely request medical records from 
any healthcare provider in the US. hXe transforms what can be a lengthy, unorganized and 
labor-intensive process into a simple, online workflow. Our goal is to provide you the tools to keep your 
requesting process organized and automated while upgrading the record procurement process to the 21st 
century. 

Audience  
hXe is designed to meet the individual needs and security requirements of healthcare providers, patients, 
law offices, insurance companies, audit agencies, government entities and all other 3rd party requesters. 
hXe is a low-cost platform designed to make your record requesting team more effective at obtaining 
records. 

Key Features & Benefits 

● Automation. Automatic follow-up notices reduce the number of calls to providers. 
● Organization. Requests are automatically categorized, searchable and sortable. 
● Case Management Module. Further improves organization by grouping requests by case and 

eliminating repetitive data entry. 
● Ease of Use. Requests are submitted directly from your desk while tools like the weekly 

outstanding digest report gives you a quick overview of pending requests. 
● Collaboration. Work in teams and take control of the record requesting process for your entire 

organization. 
● Contact Management: Easily organize, update and build out your personal contact list of 

healthcare providers. 
● Reliability. Eliminate lost or misplaced requests through hXe’s full reporting and logging 

capabilities. 
● Transparency. Live status of each request from providers using hXe. 
● Security. hXe is a secure and HIPAA compliant platform that meets all state and federal 

regulations.  
● Provider Portal. Providers can manage requests through our portal without creating an 

account. They can resend the request to themselves, update the status and more. 
 
 
Create Your hXe Account: https://www.hxe.io/user/signup_business 
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